Abstract: A method is presented for determining the point spread function~PSF! of an electron beam in a scanning electron microscope for the examination of near planar samples. Once measured, PSFs can be used with two or more low-resolution images of a selected area to create a high-resolution reconstructed image of that area. As an example, a 4ϫ improvement in resolution for images is demonstrated for a fine gold particle sample. Since thermionic source instruments have high beam currents associated with large probe sizes, use of this approach implies that high-resolution images can be produced rapidly if the probe diameter is less of a limiting factor. Additionally, very accurate determination of the PSFs can lead to a better understanding of instrument performance as exemplified by very accurate measurement of the beam shape and therefore the degree of astigmatism.
INTRODUCTION

Basic Concepts and Definition of Terms
The image formed by a scanning electron microscope~SEM! can conveniently be described by an m ϫ n matrix I ' @x, y# . Each point located at coordinates x and y contains a numerical value related to a digitized signal, such as secondary electron~SE! emission, measured when the center of a probe of electrons is placed at a particular point on the sample~object! plane. The image is formed by the incremental displacement of the electron beam in the object plane in both the x and y directions. which is approximately the resolution of the human eye at normal display viewing distances, and is also the pixel-level resolution of the display. As d o decreases M increases, but at some point a practical limit is reached arising from the relationship between the d o and the probe size d p . For the time being d p will be treated as a single number, for example, the full-width at half-maximum~FWHM! of what is actually a distribution of electrons in space. In other words equation~1! can obviously be satisfied with many products of M and d o equal to 0.19, but not all will be useful. When d o Յ d p , the information observed in each image pixel may be unique to each corresponding object pixel provided that penetration and scattering effects are small relative to the object pixel size. It is also necessary that the sample be sufficiently flat such that changes of d p with height are not significant. SE images can come close to this approximation if the mean free path of the SEs is small relative to the beam diameter. This is a better assumption for gold than for carbon at small probe diameters, and why small gold particles on a flat substrate are often used as resolution standards. They have a high SE yield and the internal mean free path of a SE is only about 1 nm while for carbon it is closer to 5 nm.
For example, if d o ϭ 1 nm~near the state of the art value of d p for a Schottky electron source! then M ϭ 195,000ϫ while for a LaB 6 source with d p ϭ 5 nm, M ϭ 38,000ϫ. These magnifications correspond to the maximum value of M that gives a sharp image on the display. In either case, the magnification could be increased by decreasing the size of the scan on the sample. If the probe size is held constant at its minimum value then each successive step would involve overlapping sampling. Adjacent pixels on the display would contain some new information, but also a repeat of some of the information contained in the previous pixel~see Fig. 1 !. As a result, the image appears progressively more blurred as the magnification and the amount of overlap is increased. This condition, d p Ͼ d o , is often referred to as over-sampling. If the probe size is maintained at its minimum value~as given above for representative Schottky and LaB 6 sources! then under-sampling occurs at low magnification when the spot size is smaller than the step size. In this case, since the beam is smaller than an object pixel,~d p Ͻ d o !, the value measured at a given location is only a representative sample of the entire object pixel and will be less representative as the magnification decreases.
The most commonly used metric of SEM performance is resolution, but there does not appear to be universal agreement on its meaning except that it is related to d p , an equally ambiguous term. Joy et al.~2000! summarized and demonstrated a variety of methods currently used for resolution determination and clearly recognized not only the challenges associated with the measurement, but also the problem of finding a suitable standard on which those measurement can be made. In earlier work, Reimer~1998! specifically referred to four distinct methods for resolution determination and each of those may be subject to some level of interpretation. For example, if a probe is scanned across a sharp boundary in which the signal S from one region is S 1 and from the other is S 2 then there will be a transition in signal intensity as shown in Figure 2 . If the beam is scanned across a knife edge and the signal is collected under it with a transmission electron detector then the resulting profile can be related to d p . In this case, S 1 will be zero while the beam is on the knife surface away from the edge and S 2 will be the probe current when the beam is scanned past the edge, with intermediate values between the two as the edge is crossed. Various authors have used different combinations of bracketing points on the signal profile as a measure of d p including 90/10~Wells, 1977 !, 85/15~Sato & Orloff, 1991 !, or even 75/25~Reimer, 1998 ! percent transmission. As indicated in the figure, the choice of the limits used leads to values of d p that vary by almost a factor of two.
In the determination of resolution by the line scan method, a selected signal such as SEs, backscattered electrons, or X-rays measured above the sample can be used giving different profiles in S as the sharp boundary between two discrete regions is traversed. The results will generally differ, often significantly, due to differences in excitation volumes. Therefore, it is important from the beginning, to conceptually distinguish between resolution and probe diameter by making it clear that the latter is independent of any sample measured and is only a property of the electron optical system used to create the probe. Two different samples examined with the same probe may give dramatically different results. This point has led to the disappointment of many users when expecting that an SEM's specified probe sizes would equal the resolution obtainable on their particular samples.
Probe diameter, d p , implies a size measurement on a continuous, physically observable object like the diameter of a particle. However, in this case, the probe is an image at the sample plane of the crossover formed by an electron gun that itself is an image of the actual electron emitting source, such as a heated tungsten filament, block of LaB 6 , or field emission tip. Geometrical or wave optical treatments are often used to predict the form of the demagnified image based on lens parameters including distances, focal lengths, aberrations, and diffraction. It is, in fact, a three-dimensional pattern projected on to a two-dimensional surface in the case of a flat sample or a three-dimensional pattern projected on to a three-dimensional surface in the case of rough samples. It is also not difficult to show that for typical probe currents and beam energies used in an SEM that a very small number of electrons strike the sample in a small increment of time. What is termed the probe is, in fact, a rapid series of collisions taking place over a small dimension commonly reduced to a single dimension, d p . A better way to characterize the probe is by means of a point spread function~PSF! that describes the spatial distribution of the electrons striking the sample. As is the case for I @x, y# and I ' @x, y# the PSF can also be described as a matrix, psf @i, j # . Unfortunately, the PSF for an SEM in the sample plane is usually too small to be accurately measured directly and, at best, is estimated by the knife-edge test referred to previously. Although it is possible to directly image the source by placing a fluorescent screen or other type of detector just below it~Sewell & Ramachandran, 1977!, the final PSF at , 1977; Sato & Orloff, 1991; Reimer, 1998!. the sample plane will be significantly altered by aberration and diffraction effects due to the objective lens of the SEM. A magnified image of the source at the sample plane can be formed in a transmission electron microscope~TEM!, but again there are no assurances that the final image observed will not also be altered by the imaging system. Except for TEM/STEM instruments, this option does not exist.
It is theoretically possible to estimate probe size at typical SEM operating conditions. At 20 keV the wavelength l of an electron is only about 8 pm. Applying the Raleigh diffraction criteria~d p ϭ 0.61l/a! and using a typical aperture angle, a ϭ 0.020 radians, leads to a value of d p of about 0.2 nm. If such a small probe of electrons could be formed with sufficient current to generate an adequate signal-to-noise ratio, other factors to consider include sample drift, contamination, and the ability to take very small reproducible steps, d o . Fortunately, reproducible positioning of the beam on the sample, down to and even ,1 nm is currently possible by electrostatic or magnetic scanning of the electron beam as well as piezoelectric scanning of the specimen stage. This level of beam placement and stepping ability are critical to achieving sub-nanometer resolution in today's more advanced SEM's where the step size in the sample plane can be set to approximately d o ϭ d p .
As mentioned previously, at some value of M and higher, over-sampling occurs when d p Ͼ d o . In this case, the SE detector collects the signal from the entire region sampled by the PSF thereby losing information about what SE came from a given point in the sampled region as indicated in Figure 3 . With an accurate knowledge of the PSF and appropriate deconvolution methods this information does not have to be lost. However, in the absence of such methods, the historical driver for SEM improvement has always been to make d p smaller while maintaining or increasing the probe current, i p . The development of cold field emission and Schottky sources marked a major advance that reduced the resolution of SEMs to below 1 nm relative to tungsten and LaB 6 source instruments where useful probe sizes of ,5 nm are difficult to obtain. Today, probes down to 0.1 nm are possible in scanning transmission electron microscopes~STEMs! using source monochromators and aberration correctors. The problem is that this type of STEM runs at very high keVs, requires small thin samples, may be difficult to operate, and can cost 10 times more than a conventional SEM.
In addition to resolution, image quality depends on contrast and signal-to-noise ratio. Contrast between two adjacent pixels is defined as:
where S 1 and S 2 are the emitted signal strengths and S 2 Ͼ S 1 . Two objects of any size that have identical SE emission yields~including both their spatial and energy distributions! would be indistinguishable regardless of resolution if C ϭ 0. Similarly, the intensity of two adjacent pixels may be different in a single image, but may only reflect noise fluctuations rather than real differences in the SE yield. It is for this reason the Rose~1948! criteria
is often used to determine if a detail is discernible above the noise
This requirement combined with the fact that SE signal from each point, S, is proportional to the probe current, i p , S ϭ di p !, leads to the threshold equation as described in Goldstein~2003!.
Equation~5! is used to determine the minimum level of probe current necessary to detect a feature with a given level of contrast, where n pixels is the total number of pixels in an image, d is the SE yield, DQE is the detector quantum efficiency, and t f is the time to collect an image. A connection between the probe size and current can then be established through
LaB 6 or W source,~6!
Schottky or cold field emission source,~7! where b is the source brightness, C s is the spherical aberration coefficient, and k is a constant for a given system and operating conditions~Reimer, 1998!. These calculations are based on the determination of an optimum aperture angle a and a minimization of d p as a function of a. An example of the combined use of equations~5! and~6! for a LaB 6 instrument is given in Table 1 . Contrast based on differences in the SE yields of two adjacent element pairs Au/Pt and Cu/Ni present on a planar surface viewed at normal incidence is calculated by equation~2! using secondary yield data from Lin and Joy~2005!. Contrast for a tilted sample can also be calculated based on the fact that the SE yield varies as the secant of the tilt angle. What is important to note is that, in this example, roughly a factor of 50 in exposure time is required to detect a given contrast level as one goes to a smaller probe size here, d p ϭ 41 nm to d p ϭ 5.8 nm, about a factor of seven times smaller. Matters are even more complicated by the fact that contrast based on the value of the SE yield refers to what is termed SE 1 yield SE's generated directly by the incoming electron beam!. It is well known that backscatter electrons can also generate what are termed SE 2 electrons and their yield in the case of Au, for example, can be 1.5 times that of the SE 1 's~Gold-stein, 2003!. Since SE 2 's can come from a much larger area than SE 1 's, the value of the contrast possible in real samples with fine structural detail is correspondingly diminished by a relatively broader SE 2 background signal that in effect reduces the signal-to-noise ratio.
An additional factor to consider is that contrast is not constant throughout an image and equation~2! is only a comparison between two points while images contain many pixels with many pairs of adjacent points. Thus, the contrast of a total image is not well defined and the use of equatioñ 5! needs some agreed upon value such as maximum contrast in the image or some average value to be meaningful.
To further complicate matters, SE detectors do not necessarily count the number of electrons emitted from the sample, but rather provide a voltage signal, V o @x, y# , from an object pixel located at point x, y proportional to the number of electrons emitted from that pixel. This is the case for the commonly used Everhart-Thornley SE detector~Ever-hart & Thornley, 1960!. The overall conversion process can be described by an equation of the form:
where G D is the gain of the electronics~often the voltage on a photomultiplier tube! called the contrast setting on many SEMs, R is the resistance used to convert from a current to a voltage signal, and B is a DC offset voltage usually called the brightness control. The quantity, g, referred to as the gamma control, provides a means of enhancing certain features, however, it must be recognized that its use at any value other than 1.0, as well as the use of the DC offset level, will mean that image intensities are no longer directly proportional to the signal intensities emitted from each object pixel. As SEMs have become more automated, detail of just what is happening with regard to the internal factors of equation~8! may not be readily available to the user and replaced with the convenience of mysteriously maintaining reasonable brightness and contrast levels when scanning speeds, beam currents, or beam energies are changed.
Finally to get to the actual digital image
where~s f ! is a scale factor that is set such that increments of V 0 @x, y# can span from 0 to 255 for 8-bit images and 0 to 65,535 for 16-bit images going from black to white.
PSF and Image Restoration
The goal of the present study is to reconstruct an accurate image of a sample with object pixel resolution when the beam diameter is larger than an object pixel, viz.
If this is possible then significant useful information about a sample can be obtained without having to make major improvements in electron optical systems needed to create smaller probes to see fine detail in the SEM. Instead, what is needed is a detailed knowledge of the PSF, accurate beam position and stepping capability, ways to minimize noise and control drift, and rapid image deconvolution and processing. If we assume equation~8! is linear with regard to I @x, y# , then the observed image can be described as:
where ࠘ refers to the convolution operator, I @x, y# is a matrix that describes an image if object pixel resolution were possible~sometimes referred to as the true image!, psf @i, j # is a matrix describing the PSF, and k~x, y! is noise in the image, mainly due to the stochastic nature of electron emission both from the source and the sample with usually a smaller relative contribution from the electronic amplification chain unless images are collected for a sufficiently long time or with a very high value of i p . A better understanding of the first term on the right of this equation can be achieved through the definition of a convolution:
where psf @i, j # is a m ϫ m matrix. Since the tails of an electron beam in an SEM can extend indefinitely it is MAM 1301368 4/12 10/09/13 3:22 pm RE-REVISED PROOF Page: 4 necessary to arbitrarily select a value of m such that the PSF contains a given percentage of the total electron beam such as 95%. The determination of I @x, y# by equation~10! is of concern in many areas of imaging beyond microscopy including astronomy, photography, surveillance, and medicine and it is the subject of many books and other publications~Castleman, 1996; Bertero & Boccacci, 1998; Hansen, 2010!. It is useful to re-state equation~10! such that the object and image matrices are converted to column vectors as described in Hansen~2006!:
Specifically, I c and I t are I ' @x, y# and I @x, y# reshaped from n ϫ n matrices to n 2 ϫ 1 column vectors. Similarly, the noise matrix h@x, y# becomes a column vector k and the psf @i, j # becomes a m 2 ϫ m 2 matrix. Procedures for the formulation of the A matrix are described in Castleman~1996!. It is important to note-A matrix is not necessarily square and the number of columns in A must equal the number of pixels in the image and the number of rows must be greater than or equal to the number of columns.
Consider equation~12! rearranged as
The desired solution~the true image! can be found from
where A Ϫ1 is the inverse of A. A Ϫ1 k, the second term on the right hand side of this equation, is commonly referred to as "inverted noise" and if it is large relative to the first term the problem is considered to be ill posed since small variations in the noise can cause large errors in the determination of I t . This concern is well recognized in the image processing community and can be addressed by methods such as the generalized Tikhonov regularization to give the best fit for I t based on the following minimization~Hansen, 2006!:
The regularization parameters a and D are constraints placed on the solution of equation~12! to ensure that they are consistent with known facts relating to the measurements or expected outcomes, for example, the exclusion of negative values for I t or by the use of high frequency filtering of pixel-to-pixel data in the convoluted image I c to remove noise.
Prior Work on SEM Image Deconvolution
Compared to other disciplines there are relatively few references to the application of variants of equation~10! for SEM image restoration. Examples are as follows.
Yano and Nomura~1993! started with equation~10! without the noise term and used Fourier transformation denoted by ᑠ to give
where ᑠ Ϫ1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Their determination of psf @i, j # is based on an electron optical simulation using an electron-wave-based model for the beam shape determination. They required that the source demagnification produced such a small spot that the spot size was only aberration and diffraction limited. In their published example they demonstrated that some improvement in resolution is possible for specialized high-resolution SEM and STEM conditions and recognized issues that could make practical implementation of their method difficult for more general SEM use. Nakahira et al.~2008! also proposed that the PSF could be calculated by electron optical calculations and iteration methods could then be used to improve the quality of the image restoration. The first part of their work involved producing an image using Monte Carlo calculations, blurring it, and then providing a restored image which compared favorably to the unblurred image without metrics on the degree of improvement. They also provided two examples from actual SEM images, but with limited detail on the specifics of the experiment or the degree of improvement. Their main point is that their approach, which uses multiple iterations for restoration, was considerably faster than the use of the Richardson-Lucy~2008! blind~no measured PSF! method. A later patent by the same authors describes variations and extensions of the previous work with a noticeable addition of accounting for alteration of the PSF caused by the three dimensionality of the sample, based either on actual measurements or design specifications in the case of microelectronic components as well as the effects of an enlarged signal source within the sample due to scattering~Nakahira et al., 2012!. No actual examples are provided nor a description of the effective dimensions at which this method could be employed.
Koshev et al.~2011! applied deconvolution techniques to the restoration of backscattered and induced conductivity images. In order to include the effects of scattering beneath the surface, they assumed that the beam could be described by a two-dimensional Gaussian starting with a predetermined radius at the surface that expanded with depth according the Kanaya-Okayama range equation to give a subsurface PSF~Kanaya & Okayama, 1972!. They also recognized that the deconvolution process is ill posed~essen-tially the noise in the image could give large errors in the restoration! and that some form of constrain would be needed to avoid unacceptable solutions.
Vanderlinde and Caron~2007! reported on a blind deconvolution routine using Fourier transformation and a Wiener filter. They reported resolution improvements averaging 19.8% and as good as 41% based on pixel counts of specific details found in images obtained with magnifications up to 500,000ϫ using a Schottky source SEM. They pointed out that the images required 16-bit pixels and recording times of 10.1 min. It was also noted that image drift, contamination, charging, and possible sample damage could restrict the use of their method.
The preceding examples refer to determination of the PSF by modeling or assumption~blind deconvolution!. The PSF can also be measured directly. Liddle et al.~2004! obtained images of a gold island structure with a TEM that they used as the true image I @x, y# and then compared it directly to an aligned image I ' @x, y# of the same region in an electron beam writer~a good surrogate for an SEM!. They then assumed a Gaussian beam profile and determined the best parameters that would satisfy equation~10!, however, no mention is made of the noise term. They recognized that a more general pixel-by-pixel description might be appropriate, but would require considerable computation time. What is impressive is that they were able to roughly characterize very small probes about 7 to 18 nm in diameter and also recognized that careful measurement of the PSF could be used for astigmatism correction.
A variant of the knife-edge test, previously mentioned, involves measurement of the SE emission above the sample with an ET or other detector. This method was very useful for electron microprobes where d p is in the micrometer range. However, it is more difficult or generally ineffective with beam dimensions 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller because of the difficulty in finding a suitable edge as well as correcting for the effects of scattering and the generation of extraneous signals. Nevertheless, Goldenshtein et al.~1998! reported some success in the examination of photoresist using a 600 eV beam and an unspecified emission detector assumed to be above the sample. In these experiments they reported beam FWHM down to 9 nm and indicated that by scanning the beam in different directions the technique could be used for the determination of astigmatism. In a companion paper by Gold and Goldenshtein~1998! equation~10! appeared without the noise term and the authors also presented an equation similar to equation~11!, suggesting that it could be solved for the true image. They recognized the very large number of equations involved as well as the fact that deconvolution of a single image results in more unknowns than equations because the solution of the set of linear equations underlying equation~11! requires data from points outside of the boundary of the recorded image and therefore some type of matrix padding would be required to solve those equations. To correct for this problem they proposed a regression method, but presented no examples of its actual use or of the PSFs determined by the knife-edge test.
Equation~11! was effectively used by Lifshin et al. 2012 ! to obtain object pixel resolution images from a series of images that had been blurred with known PSF. They were able to determine that multiple images taken with different PSFs would make it possible to have even more equations then unknowns and thus no additional padding of the data outside of the image recorded is needed. The presence of even low levels of noise was recognized as an impairment that could prevent effective deconvolution, but no proposal was provided on how to determine the PSF.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study reported here has two principal goals. The first is to make accurate measurement of different PSFs under typical experimental operating conditions encountered in the daily use of an SEM. The second is to apply these PSFs to the restoration of blurred images and to achieve significantly improved resolution.
Measurements reported here were made with a TES-CAN VEGA LM equipped with a LaB 6 source operated at 20 keV. Other beam energies have also been used. The electron beam was normal to the sample and the SE signal was collected with a standard ET detector. Images were stored with 16-bit resolution as "png" files.
As mentioned previously, the PSF can change with surface topography. The current work has been limited to near planar surfaces as exemplified by a Pella 623-A gold on carbon standard and also a microelectronic test structure fabricated by electron beam lithography.
Additional measurements with better than 1 nm resolution were made with an FEI Helios dual beam instrument with a high resolution Schottky source SEM of the reference standard.
Computations were performed on a custom desktop computer with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2687 processors supported by dual Nvidia Tesla C2075 GPUs and 120 GB of RAM. The software is written in MATLAB using both the Image Processing and Parallel toolboxes.
PSFs were determined for conditions where d p Ͼ d o based on equation~12! and using sufficiently long image collection times to minimize the noise term. Specifically, data were collected for pairs of images, the first with the selected probe size I c and the second a reference image of the same location with at least pixel-level resolution, I t . This method is similar to that of Liddle et al.~2004! described previously, but in this case the reference image was not taken with a TEM but with the sharpest focus possible at the same keV and working distance~WD! on the same SEM used to obtain I c . The values of d p for the reference image were based on the manufacturer's electron optical calculations combined with some slight added tolerance. The value of d o was then set equal to d p to assure pixel-level resolution. This can be set automatically for the instrument used or simply calculated by equation~1! to determine the value of M needed for the number of pixels used and the size of the image on the display.
In order to produce PSFs larger than a single pixel~the case for the reference image! two approaches were used. The first approach involved changing the WD. This is termed the "WD displacement method." Starting with an in-focus image either the objective lens current is changed or the sample is physically displaced in the vertical~z-axis direction!. In either case because a is not zero, both the size and shape of the probe changes as the sample plane is moved away from the in-focus position. To avoid possible shifts in x and y that might be caused by a mechanical shift in z, changing the objective lens current was used for the experiments reported here. The second method of varying the PSF was to vary the beam current and then readjust the objective lens to produce the best in-focus image. This method is termed the "beam current variation method." In this case the PSF changed because the overall demagnification of the electron optical system changes as well as the amount of aberrations present in the electron beam. The images were typically collected at 1,024 ϫ 1,024 pixels resolution and the program PDet~PSF Determination!, written by the authors, determined the PSF's measured in 91 ϫ 91 pixel patches averaged over hundreds of patches in each image made with an enlarged probe size relative to the pixel-level resolution standard image. Each PSF presented is normalized to give an integrated value of one. Figure 4 shows a surface plot of one the PSFs determined in a WD displacement method. All the PSFs for this set of experiments were taken with the same probe current of 57 pA and a dwell time of 320 ms/pixel to ensure low stochastic noise. Note that the PSF shown is far from Gaussian as is sometimes assumed, but not surprisingly, because when the sample is displaced from the plane of focus, geometrical optical considerations will readily demonstrate that the shape will be more of a rounded top mesa. Note the top is not flat. It probably shows the PSF is the image of a space charge limited source~Sewell & Ramachandran, 1977! that need not be circular in cross-section or particularly free of detail. Figure 5 shows a contour plot of PSFs determined for WD displacement experiments for two different values corresponding to changes of 20 and 25 mm relative to the in-focus position. The results were obtained for five different pairs of images taken at the same location in order to determine the level of repeatability. Figure 6 is a similar set of z-axis displacement experiments, but conducted at totally different places on the sample. In both Figures 5 and 6 the data are presented as contour plots with each ring containing 85% of the total beam similar to a knife-edge experiment, but with no assumptions about the shape of the beam being Gaussian. These data are also presented more quantitatively in Table 2 , where it has been fitted to an ellipse showing the beam is not circular even after a traditional visual correction for astigmatism was performed. The fact that the ratio of the major to the minor axes of the ellipse differs from unity~circular! by 15-18% should not come as a surprise to anyone who has had to manually set an astigmatism corrector since the setting of sharpness in two orthogonal directions in a somewhat noisy image is quite subjective. Since the relative standard deviations of both the major and minor axes of the ellipses to which the data were fit were never .1.42%, this method appears to provide a very accurate way for both measuring astigmatism and providing feedback for its correction. An example of the results of PSF determination for the in-focus variable beam current experiments is given in Figure 7 where the overall shape of the beam surface contour is closer to a more Gaussian profile than the WD variation experiments as might be expected. The reference standard used for this image was with a 12 nm probe that was set to be slightly less than the object pixel size.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Once values of the PSFs were determined for both the sets of images collected in the WD displacement and beam current variation methods the next step was to utilize them for image restoration based on equation~12!. These calculations were performed by the program TIRP~True Image Restoration Program! also written in MATLAB. This program takes two or more images with their respective PSFs, previously established for the experimental conditions used, aligns them, and then calculates a restored image with the resolution determined by the pixel size in the PSF, not the probe size. Figure 8a is an image obtained from a different region of the gold sample from that used to determine the PSFs. Here the approximate probe diameter used was 160 nm, while for Figure 8b the approximate probe diameter was 220 nm. The restored image, Figure 8c , of exactly the same area, was calculated using only the data from expected values of d p as determined by the diameter enclosing 85% of the their respective PSFs. The values for the restored image and the pixel-level resolution image are more difficult to determine, but the two curves are close to overlapping, suggesting that the resolution of the restored image could approach the 22 nm value of the true image. Visual comparison of the pixel-level resolution and the restored image indicate that at least 40 nm resolution is present. Therefore, the resolution improvement relative to Figure 8a is at least a factor of 4ϫ. Although this result is quite encouraging, there are several areas of concern regarding the reconstruction. The overall image shows an increase in texture that is not present in the reference image. The exact cause is not certain, but may be linked to amplified noise that is not fully compensated for in the regularization process. This may also be the cause of the oscillations in the power spectrum curve as well as the distinct peak in that curve at around 20 nm. A similar peak has been observed in regularized optical images by Thurman and Fienup~2009! and seems to be linked to the selection of the regularization parameters. Figure 10 shows the results obtained by applying the WD method to a gold on silicon microelectronic test structure produced by electron beam lithography. Once again the reconstructed image clearly shows enhanced resolution relative to the two blurred images from which, along with their PSFs, when compared to the sharply focused reference image. Specific defects in the structure are well defined both along the film edge and internally. However, textural irregularities appear as well as some banding parallel to the edge of the structure. The presence of such defects can be found the regularization process itself and the choice of the parameters used. Specifically, there appears to be an optimization between image sharpness and aliasing artifacts. In some of our own preliminary experiments we found, in fact, that if we perturbed the PSF in a simulation experiment that we could generate banding suggesting that better PSF measurement would be advantageous. To do so may require further development of an even more suitable standard than we have currently been using.
Results in Figure 11 are from some of the in-focus but different beam current measurements. Figure 11a corresponds to a beam current of 86 pA and Figure 10b to 180 pA, where the corresponding probe diameters are 35 and 38 nm, respectively. The magnifications used to collect the images were about a factor of two higher than for Figure 8 . Figure 11c is the restored image and Figure 11d is the true resolution images for comparison taken with the smallest available probe size and therefore at a low current requiring long data collection time. Improved resolution is once again evident in the restored image, but it is more difficult to quantify because there is not enough fine detail in the images to use the Fourier transform power spectrum approach. Visual estimates based on comparing images taken with different probe diameters suggest that the restored image has about 16 nm resolution that is twice better than the 35 nm beam image. The use of visual comparison of images taken under different conditions has been described elsewhere by Postek~Postek & Vladar, 1998! and expanded on by Vladar et al.~1998!. Both of these references deal with the concept of "sharpness" in which images with higher resolution contain more high frequency spatial components than ones of lower resolution, which is also the basis of the SMART program already mentioned. In all of these references, "sharpness" or resolution is made more quantitative by Fourier analysis of the final image I ' @x, y# although the practical challenge is to define just what criteria are to be used for the comparison of two images, one of which may be a reference image. It is important to note that the variable beam intensity measurements show more noticeable banding around the gold particles, but possibly less textural variation relative to the reference image. Again, the banding may be a consequence of a variety of factors including the regularization procedure, the accuracy of the PSF, image alignment, and noise.
An additional test of the WD method was to determine the PSFs using a reference standard imaged with a high resolution Schottky source instrument of the identical area viewed with the thermionic source system. In this case the Pella 623-A standard was used and the same area imaged with the maximum resolution obtainable for the given set of operating conditions with the LaB 6 source. Since the probe size is ,1.0 nm for the reference images it was possible to determine the PSF for the thermionic source. Using two images taken at two different WDs~one the in-focus position and the other a slight WD displacement!, it was possible to use those images along with their PSFs to do a reconstruction yielding higher resolution than was possible with the infocus image by itself as shown in Figure 12 . Some artifacts are also present, particularly added textural roughness and possible distortion of some of the smaller shapes. Nevertheless, a few fine features are now visible in the reconstructed image that are not visible in the in-focus LaB 6 image that can only be seen in the high resolution reference image.
CONCLUSIONS
The results shown in Figures 8 and 10 clearly demonstrate that the use of restoration techniques combined with accurate PSF data can dramatically improve the resolution of an image perhaps by as much as a factor of four or more in certain cases. The artifacts noted, however, can be significant and confused with real structures. It is therefore important that if this method is to be further developed that additional research be done to better understand the source of the artifacts and to develop improved methods to minimize or eliminate them. Future work should include a detailed look at the regularization process itself and the parameters used for optimization. Furthermore, it is important to create improved structures for PSF determination and more accurate ways to measure them paying attention to many factors including image alignment, brightness, and contrast settings, pixel-size optimization to avoid exceeding the Nyquist limit, noise reduction through the use of brighter sources, and more stable instrument operation that will allow for longer data collection times. It is reasonable to consider the question of why take a series of intentionally out of focus images by displacing the sample when you can take an in-focus image in the first place. The answer is that it is a straightforward way to obtain a proof of concept in which the variables changed are the probe size and shape while other factors that would add to the complexity of the problem including the beam current, brightness, and contrast were held constant. This was not the case in the beam current variation experiments where those variables were changed and significant resolution improvement was still obtained. Again the question could be asked, "Why not just drop the beam current to that of the smallest probe and simply take the highest resolution image?" Examination of Table 1 is a reminder that the time required to take a high-resolution picture may be considerably longer than to take a lower resolution in focus image. If this is the case then there is a real advantage to taking the picture more quickly: both to minimize time and possibly reduce drift or other time-dependent effects.
It is also important to stress that currently PSFs are established uniquely for a particular set of operating conditions and can be used only with those operating conditions. It is not inconceivable, however, that relationships can be developed such that PSFs can be predicted with reasonable accuracy through interpolation and/or extrapolation combined with theoretical calculations in the future. Such a combined approach should yield better values than previous ones, based only on theoretical calculations that do not fully model the geometry and emission pattern of the electron source.
Some additional key points are particularly important. If an image of a reference standard is known with high accuracy, then that image may also be used to calculate PSF values with high accuracy. If these PSFs are then combined with the procedures described in this study then images may well be possible with resolutions greater than the historical probe size limitation for any given SEM including low voltage operation. It has been demonstrated in the current study that the reference images do not necessarily have be taken on the same SEM. It might be based on information obtained from a suitable reference sample measured by a higher-resolution SEM, TEM, STEM, a different type of instrument such as an atomic force microscope, or even on modeled output from a standard of known geometry and composition. While the present results are very encouraging, it is stressed that it was limited to the special case of near planar structures where surface roughness and the size of the excitation volume were not limiting factors. Additional work needs to be done to make this method more universally applicable to SEM image restoration-in particular, attention to the three-dimensional nature of the PSF is necessary. Finally, the method described may prove applicable to other scanning techniques including X-ray microscopy, SEM/EDS, Auger microscopy, and STEM. 
